MAIN CHARACTER BREAKDOWNS:
ASHLEY: As a young 17-year-old girl, Ashley is
compassionate but precocious, interested in the world
around her and her own past. Sensitive to others’
needs, and to a mystery that surrounds her family, she
delves into her past trying to learn about the father
she never knew. Instead, she discovers an entirely new
world and about the magic that runs in her bloodline –
and the fate that lies in her hands.
PANDORA FATALROOT: A 50-something sorceress with traces
of exquisite beauty transformed from the wickedness
within. An evil sorceress, Pandora is wealthy in the
human world, and all-powerful in the Realm, and owns
most of the small town of Legacy, Louisiana in which
she resides. She will stop at nothing to rule in the
real world and the Realm by destroying all the memories
held in the family trees. By destroying man’s past,
she can rule the future in both the Realm of Lineal
Pastures and the human world, even if it means killing
her own relatives and the lineage of everyone on earth.
Only Ashley can stop her…
ZACHEUS: Around 18-20 Very handsome One of Pandora’s
cursed minions, Zach is a handsome young man, who is
kept within the pages of a large dusty old book. His
fatal stare can turn people (and mystical creatures) to
sand. He is about eighteen and a prisoner of Pandora
who has also captured his younger sister and holds her
as ransom as part of a tree in Pandora’s yard. Zacheus
is cursed to do her dirty work unless the spell that
imprisons him is broken. Sent by Pandora to enchant
Ashley and destroy her, Zach betrays Pandora when he
falls in love with Ashley.

EVELYN: A wood nymph in the Realm, Evelyn helps the
kids navigate their way through the new world. She is
beautiful, with long red hair, a dazzling smile, and
wings that reach well above her shoulders. Evelyn is
the key link between the worlds and a very important
part of their journey.
SETH: In his 40’s Pandora’s consistently drunk, amoral
son, and Ashley’s father. Seth holds the Fatalroot
family fortune, unless of course he passes away…
PA: around 80 Ashley’s great-grandfather, a kind man
who cares deeply for his family and holds some family
secrets of his own.
Although he is old, Pa is clearminded, strong, and a good guardian, willing to
sacrifice himself for the safety of his family.

STRONG SUPPORTING CHARACTER BREAKDOWNS:
ALEXA: Ashley’s stepsister, Alexa is a cute, naïve
fourteen year-old, with copious energy. Sensitive to
her sister’s needs, she soon finds herself swept into
an incredible journey that tests her strength as she
confronts her fears and learns about her family, while
facing a myriad of strange creatures and obstacles with
her sister in the otherworldly Realm.
MICHAEL: Ashley’s cousin, Michael, sixteen, goes along
for the journey in the Realm of Lineal Pastures and
finds out a great deal about himself. A fear of the
dark has always plagued him. Michael must come to
terms with his fears while coming of age and supporting
his family in the quest to get home.
ABBY: Ashley’s cousin, thirteen, and Michael’s sister.
Abby is the youngest of the clan but has strong
convictions when it comes to believing in magic… and
mystical beings. As the kids delve into the new world
they’ve discovered through the tree, Abby relies on her

belief in magic and on the strength of her family to
get her through.
JESSICA: Ashley’s and Alexa’s mother, in her late
thirties, has succeeded in keeping more than one family
secret from her oldest daughter. She is now confronted
with revealing everything….but is it too late?
RACHEL: Abby and Michael’s mother, in her early
thirties, always believed that the children should know
the truth about who they are, especially Ashley. But
her devotion to her sister has kept her quiet.
ALICIA one of Pandora’s minions. Alicia is a shapeshifter and a ruthless ally of Pandora.
LILLETH: Another of the minions, an elemental, and a
fierce warrior. She fought at Pandora’s side during the
first take over of The Realm.
Though both Alicia and Lilleth, like Zacheus are
captive under Pandora’s spell, unlike Zacheus, they
take delight in destroying others for their master.
BELDAMS – KOA, SILVANUS AND EBONIE:
They are three
ancient and revered Beldams who once ruled the Lineal
Pastures and Ancestral Gardens in peace before Pandora
took away their powers. They have great presence but
also provide some whimsy. They are each either made of
some kind of wood or other forest characteristics.
SYCAMORUS is in her early 20’s a wood nymph like
Evelyn but evil. She is a Pandora wanna-be in The
Realm who betrays Evelyn and the children.
FRANK 50 something and very handsome. He Jessica and
Rachel’s father who died young and is a guiding force
for the children in The Realm.
MRS. STRAIGHT in her 70’s very pleasant face and soft
spoken. She is the one who sends the children on their
journey.

SUPPORTING CHARACTER BREAKDOWNS
NINA: very beautiful brunette in her late 20’s. She is
Pa’s wife and the children’s great-grandmother but when
we see her in The Realm, she is again young and
beautiful and looks like the picture that Pa carries of
her. She leads the children to their family tree and
the secrets within.
MARY: is in early 50’s and one of the children’s
ancestors in The Realm (Nina’s mother) who helps the
children along the way.
DULSE: is a water nymph who gives the children some
interesting insights as to what to expect in The Realm.
SAGE AND VERT: Two very large in persona and some size
men perhaps. They are Leshies and protect the Lineal
Gardens where the family trees are. They can be as tall
as a tree or as small as a blade of grass. Perhaps long
facial hair and hair. Ginger or fair colored hair to
Grey. Do submit all looks to include clean shaven that
can grow facial hair.
ARYIANNA: She is around 14 and Zacheus’s sister who is
being held captive as part of tree by Pandora.
GIUSEPPE: Around 14 or so. Tall, thin with dark hair.
He is part of a memory the children unlock.
PETER, LEO, AND JOHNNY: All around 14 and are part of
the Giuseppe memory. Leo should be slight and fair.
Johnny is stocky and Peter is smaller than Giuseppe but
a little heavier.
YOUNG ITALIAN BOY: He is around 12 and one of the first
characters the children meet in The Realm
RORY PATTERSON: Around 40 – owner of Patterson’s Market
– only in one scene.
SPRIRITO Italian talking donkey

